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Abstract
The work presented in this project is representative of the goals of the SILKAT 
(Sustaining Indigenous and Local Knowledge, Arts and Teaching) project, which is a 
collaborative effort between the University of Alaska Fairbanks and the Bering Strait School 
District, to create culturally responsive professional development for teachers, and cultural arts 
units for students. This work is the presentation of one professional development module for the 
core practice of having the ability to facilitate a workshop approach in the classroom where 
different students, or groups o f students are doing different things at the same time. It is also a 
presentation of two cultural arts units, grade 11-Outdoor Survival, and kindergarten-Respectfor 
Animals. The research and literature review that supports the creation and highlights the 
importance of this project is followed by a description of the methodology in which the module 
and units were developed. Included in this presentation are plans for project dissemination for 
the Bering Strait School District, as well as the web content from each component.
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1Introduction
The SILKAT Grant (Sustaining Indigenous and Local Knowledge, Arts, and Teaching) is 
a grant that is funded by the Margaret A. Cargill Foundation, a private philanthropic organization 
that dedicates resources to arts driven educational initiatives. SILKAT work is being done 
through a partnership between the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and the Bering Strait 
School District (BSSD). Collaboration and planning began in 2014, and with the help of 
representatives from UAF, BSSD, Kawarek, a regional non-profit organization who provides 
cultural resources and services to the Bering Strait Region, and local Bering Strait residents and 
artists, several priorities were highlighted, and goals were developed.
SILKAT has several initiatives with activities that are led by UAF, BSSD, and Kawarek. 
Initiatives include:
•  the recruitment of local residents to the teaching profession and the support of those 
teachers as they work through their program,
•  supporting early career teachers in BSSD to increase their knowledge, confidence, and 
competence in their teaching practice as it relates to the local culture,
•  ensuring that preservice teachers enrolled in UAF’s Elementary Education bachelor’s 
program graduate with practice that is rooted in the core teaching practices, and
•  the creation of teacher leaders in BSSD who help to develop the core teaching practices 
and support early career teachers within the district as they learn and master identified 
core practices in arts and place based teaching through teacher led professional 
development and successful completion of the cultural arts units.
2To begin the process of developing arts and place-based core teaching practices and 
eventually professional development modules and cultural arts units, UAF recruited teacher 
leaders from BSSD. Teachers across the district were encouraged to apply and were provided 
information about the goals of the grant, and about the prospect of attaining graduate credits 
through the coursework that would be offered. A team of teachers was selected based on 
longevity in the district, desire to remain in their community, and a willingness to help develop 
and implement professional development related to Indigenous knowledge and the arts. The 
cohort of teachers ultimately came from five villages: Unalakleet, Saint Michael, Shaktoolik, 
Elim, and Brevig Mission and worked over the course of two years to develop professional 
development modules and cultural arts units.
The work began with coursework in curriculum development, where teachers studied and 
practiced the Understanding by Design framework for unit planning, developed competency in 
the facilitation of protocols for professional development, and began the groundwork for 
establishing the core teaching practices and accompanying professional development modules 
and cultural arts units. The teachers came together and attended a conference at Harvard 
University in August 2016, the Arts and Passion-Driven Learning Institute, to help further 
increase our awareness of best practices and to develop priorities and plans for the creation of the 
professional development modules and cultural arts units.
My project falls under the teacher leader initiative of the SILKAT grant, and is the 
creation of the professional development module that is related to the arts and place-based core 
teaching practice of facilitating a workshop approach in the classroom, where different students, 
or groups of students, are doing different things at the same time. The module serves as a guide 
for the implementation of small group instruction as a strategy of differentiation that can be
3applied to any grade level or content area. The module aims to build teacher competency in 
differentiation as well as prepare teachers for strategies that they will be using when teaching 
their cultural arts units. My project also includes the creation of two of these cultural arts units, 
Grade 11: Outdoor Survival, and Kindergarten: Respect for Animals--both of which are being 
designed with alignment to the Alaska Cultural Standards and the arts and place-based core 
teaching practices.
Rationale
The work done through the SILKAT grant addresses several elements of need in the 
Bering Strait region. The professional development modules for teachers incorporate best 
practices that are specific to the geographic location and culture of the communities that the 
school district serves. The modules are easily accessible and are made up of engaging readings, 
videos, and activities that teachers can directly apply to classroom instruction in a multitude of 
forms. Current curriculum, district norms, and teacher evaluation requirements were all taken 
into consideration during the development of the modules, which led to the creation of 
professional development that is easily implemented into any BSSD teacher’s practice.
The cultural arts units were created to give teachers a chance to put the core practices to 
use in their classrooms. When a teacher utilizes the core practices in a place-based arts unit, the 
students will be given the opportunity to connect with their community through the creation of 
high quality, beautiful artwork that represents knowledge of and pride in their local culture.
Both the professional development modules and the cultural arts units were created by 
teachers in the Bering Strait School District. These teachers have served their communities for 
long enough to have acquired a sense of what is truly meaningful and effective for the students,
4teachers, schools, and families of the district. In a district that continually has high rates of 
teacher turnover, and employs many teachers that are considered early career educators, it is 
especially important that the new teachers be provided with resources and knowledge that will 
help them to become successful educators, through a means that is most effective to the specific 
population of students in the Bering Strait region.
By working to fulfill the goals of the SILKAT grant through professional development, 
teacher training, and place-based pedagogy, many outcomes outside of the specified goals should 
occur. Potential outcomes include the promotion and fostering of connections between the public 
schools, the communities they serve, and the Bering Strait region as a whole. The hope is to 
instill in students a sense of pride and ownership of culture, and to promote the creation of 
positive, productive relationships between educators and families that foster cultural appreciation 
and a deeper understanding of what is most effective in educating the population of students that 
the Bering Strait School district serves.
Literature Review
Professional Development Module
The facilitation of a workshop approach in a classroom where different students, or 
groups of students, are doing different things concurrently, is an effective teaching strategy that 
allows for differentiation, small-group instruction, and deeper learning. The role of the teacher 
shifts from a presenter to a facilitator, and the teacher becomes an active participant in the 
individual learning process of each student. Wasik (2008) states, “Instruction of children in 
small groups affords both young children and their teachers invaluable and unique opportunities. 
Children can receive the individualized attention and instruction that may not be possible in large
5group activities. Teachers can also better observe how individual children perform on tasks and 
how they interact with other children” (p. 515). The goal of the workshop model is to assist 
students in engaging with content and ultimately reaching deeper levels of learning.
Ron Berger (2016) describes his research on deeper instruction and its effect on student 
engagement. “Engagement is fueled by curiosity and connection. When students feel that their 
learning has purpose and is connected to the real world, they become more engaged--their 
curiosity about and connection to their academic content is heightened...Prioritizing this 
collaboration--which is built on a foundation of relationship, trust, and effective communication- 
-is key to deeper instruction.” (p. 7).
The workshop model is a structured approach to differentiation, in which the teacher’s 
role is limited and the student’s role is given a greater degree of responsibility. It is a major shift 
from the traditional role of the teacher. According to Stephens (1994), “The teacher’s 
responsibility in a traditional environment is to know the content and to oversee its transmission 
according to the curriculum. The teacher is the expert, dialectically imparting conventional 
knowledge, modeling isolated skills, then supervising and evaluating the students’ acquisition of 
those skills” (p. 3). In this traditional method of teaching, the teacher attempts to impart 
knowledge to a group of students in a singular, unilateral way, without the consideration of the 
students’ varying learning styles or capabilities.
The shift from whole group instruction to a small group, workshop approach has many 
benefits for both the students and the teachers. Discussion, collaboration, and student ownership 
of learning are at the heart of the model, and the result is a deeper understanding of concepts.
Stephens (1994) addresses the concept of collaboration:
6Collaboration in the workshop entails the sharing of responses, ideas, drafts, and 
finished written products through conferences with the teacher, conferences with 
peers, journal exchanges with each other, with the teacher, and with other adult 
members of the community such as parents and siblings. Collaborating to make 
meaning, rather than surmising or reiterating teacher-held interpretations, is the 
function of small-group discussion and whole-class discussion. The role of the 
teacher is also that of a learner, who in collaboration with students, constructs 
meaning through reading, writing, speaking, and listening. (p.4).
When students are given the opportunity to engage and grapple with new concepts, they 
acquire a deeper understanding of ideas, and a higher level of mastery of new skills. According 
to Naughton (2006), “Through communicative interaction, input can be made comprehensible 
when learners are given the opportunity to negotiate what they hear in order to make learning 
clearer (p. 169). The responsibility of student acquisition of knowledge shifts from the teacher 
to the student, leading to a sound ownership of the learning. The interaction with new concepts 
in opposition to the reception of new concepts leads to a higher degree of student responsibility.
Berger (2016) explains “The workshop model also staunchly fosters collaboration, 
communication, and responsibility by structuring roles and time for students to work together, 
independently, and on tasks that hold them accountable for their learning” (p. 29). By upholding 
the expectation that a student be an active participant in his or her learning, there is a shift not 
only in classroom structure and learning accountability, but in the mindset of the students in 
regards to learning, as well as in the culture of the classroom to a collaborative and productive 
environment.
7The workshop model is adaptable for any grade level or content area. While the 
workshop model is seen frequently in language arts classrooms for reading and writing 
workshops, with an adaptation in structure, it can be effective in any domain. Berger describes 
the versatility of the workshop approach as “It can be flexed for different time frames or 
modified to accommodate the needs of a particular group of students or a variety of instructional 
activities” (p. 29) With the recent introduction and implementation of the Common Core, and 
with it is expectations of higher level thinking skills, specifically in mathematics, the workshop 
model offers a structure of classroom and lesson organization that supports the student grappling 
with mathematical reasoning, and ultimately leading to a higher level of conceptual 
understanding.
This core practice was identified because utilizing a workshop model is often necessary 
in arts-based lessons, due to their student-centered nature, need for differentiation, designated 
space and time for students to expand creativity, as well as the ease in which this model lends 
itself to teachers meeting student needs in a variety of ways. The cultural arts units created for 
the Bering Strait School District were developed with the workshop model in mind, and with 
many of its elements embedded within the learning plans.
Regardless of content and grade level, there are specific structures and skills that need to 
be in place in a classroom in order for the workshop model to be successful and effective. 
Teachers should be aware of the high level of organization and detailed planning, in addition to 
the teaching of routines that create a well-managed and productive classroom.
Discussion is a crucial element of the workshop approach. However, not all students 
inherently know how to ask probing questions, or debate ideas productively. Naughton (2006) 
explains, “The teacher should be responsible for modeling strategic interaction and for providing
8support to the students so they can progress toward the autonomous use of such strategies” 
(p.179). In a workshop approach or small group setting, discussion skills are explicitly taught, 
and students have the opportunity to develop not only a more concrete understanding of grade 
level standards, but also communication skills that can be applied across content areas and 
transferred to real-life applications and set the foundation for professionalism and success in the 
workplace. These skills are linked to and explicitly taught in another core practice professional 
development module: Eliciting Student Thinking and Facilitating Reflective Thinking in 
Students, in which protocols are used for development student conversations.
Another crucial element of the workshop approach is the inclusion of student choice. 
Students, like adults, have preferences in learning styles as well as in content. When students are 
given structured choice within an appropriate realm of what is considered relevant to the 
standard, motivation and engagement increase. According to Kierstead (1986), “When students 
share in decision making and control within a structured environment, students seem to be 
unusually inner-directed, working with a sense of purpose and a feeling of competence” (p. 25). 
The workshop approach allows for differentiation of instruction and content not only to meet the 
needs of individual students, but also to increase the motivation and desire to learn in all 
students, regardless of interest and capability.
The ultimate goal of the workshop approach is to shift the responsibility of student 
learning from the teacher to the student. From developing and maintaining classroom structures 
and expectations, to instilling a higher degree of motivation and ownership in regards to student 
learning, the workshop approach has the potential to create active, engaged learners. Naughton 
expounds, “In order to achieve this goal, the learner not only needs to be able to identify learning 
opportunities, but also must be able and willing to seize them, understand and learn from them in
9collaboration with his or her peers, and appropriate elements of socially constructed dialogue for 
individual cognitive development” (p. 179).
Cultural Arts Units
The cultural arts units were developed to support teachers in the Bering Strait School 
District in teaching an art unit that is built on the core teaching practices, and to provide an 
opportunity to connect students with their region through the creation of high quality, beautiful 
artwork. The 11th grade unit is Outdoor Survival: Honesty, Humility, and Humor. The theme of 
the unit was developed from one of the themes in the Alaska Native Knowledge Network 
Curriculum SPIRAL (Spiral Pathway for Integrating Rural Learning): “What does honesty, 
humility, and humor have to do with Outdoor Survival? To survive in a harsh environment is not 
learned easily. It must be learned correctly by an experienced teacher. It requires these traits to 
understand your environment.” The theme is directly connected to the region in regards to the 
need to learn outdoor survival strategies and best practices for safety when participating in acts 
of subsistence--hunting, gathering, and maintenance in the harsh climate of the Bering Strait 
region. It is appropriate for 11th grade students because at this age, students are expected to 
participate in activities that require them to be safe and responsible in an outdoor environment.
The Artist Habit of Mind in this unit is Understanding Community: learning to interact as 
an artist with other artists and within a broader society. In Studio Thinking 2: The Benefits o f 
Visual Arts Education there are many connections between the understanding of community and 
the skills and themes taught in the unit: “Alertness to communities is required for times where 
interacting with others might catalyze progress or work in process. Or alertness might involve 
being attentive to opportunities to participate in a collective artistic experience” (Hetland, et. al,
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p. 108). In the unit, students are required to listen to the story of an elder and create a drawing 
that represents the story. The class must interact with their community in a broad sense by 
listening to an elder and creating artwork to symbolize the story, as well as working together 
within their classroom community to develop a story scroll to be used in a crankie. A crankie is 
an old storytelling art form that consists of an illustrated scroll wound onto two spools, and 
placed inside a box. The spools are hand cranked as the story is told or sung, and the illustration 
follows the story.
Students also practice the inclination aspect of understanding the art world meaning “the 
willingness to work on collaborative projects, and even when working solo, to listen to and seek 
out the advice and reactions of others” (p. 108). Students are required not only to work 
collaboratively, but to seek feedback on drawings, and collectively reflect as their project takes 
shape.
The Visible Thinking Routine, “I used to think, but now I think...” comes from the 
Visible Thinking website, and requires students to intentionally reflect on their thinking about a 
specified subject, and then reflect on how their thinking changed over the course of a unit or 
period of learning. According to the Visible Thinking website, “It can be useful in consolidating 
new learning as students identify their new understandings, opinions, and beliefs. By examining 
and explaining how and why their thinking has changed, students are developing their reasoning 
abilities and recognizing cause and effect relationships.” In this specific unit, students are 
required to think about outdoor survival skills, and through the processes of listening and 
interacting with a story, develop their thinking from obvious, concrete ways of survival, to a 
broader sense of humanistic qualities that are also essential for survival.
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Following the planning process of the 11th grade unit, the kindergarten unit, Respect for 
Animals, was developed from the Alaska Native Knowledge Network Curriculum SPIRAL 
(Spiral Pathway for Integrating Rural Learning) theme: “We have the responsibility to be a part 
of and interact with the environment in a way that honors the interconnectedness of people, land, 
and animals.” This theme is appropriate to the region and the age level because students at this 
age are intrigued and excited by their surroundings, both in school and in the natural world 
around them. Kindergarten is a suitable time to teach interconnectedness of and respect for the 
environment not only because they are eager and inquisitive, but because it provides them with a 
foundational sense of responsibility for their environment.
The art skills used in this unit are drawing, painting, and collage making. The bird 
drawings use a multiple draft and peer critique method, as inspired by EL Education’s “Austin’s 
Butterfly” project, which is described on the EL Education Models of Excellence website as, “A 
great model of critique and revision for students and teachers of all ages; it has been used as a 
metaphor for improvement by students from kindergarten to high school, and by teachers and 
school leaders.. It’s clear, visual image of the reason to have high standards and systems for 
improving work.”
The studio habit of mind selected for this unit is Observe: learning to attend to visual 
contexts more closely than ordinary “looking” requires, and thereby see things that might not 
otherwise be seen.. In this unit, the students spend a lot of time critically studying photographs of 
regional birds, and trying to replicate the images through their own drawing. This requires a level 
of concentration, focus, and persistence that is not often required of such young children. The act 
of giving and receiving feedback requires students to look critically at a work of art, and use 
deeper concentration and attention to detail to ensure a meaningful and effective process.
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In the studio habit of observation, “Students are taught to look closely at the following: 
the model or source from which they are working, their own artworks as they evolve, art 
processes modeled and artworks created by the teaching in demonstrations, and artworks created 
by other students.” (Hetland, et. al, p. 73) Students in this unit are required to do each of the 
above described tasks. Through careful observation of the bird drawings in the classroom, they 
are also learning to pay close attention to their surroundings, which is a skill that can be 
transferred to other content areas, as well as to their home and natural world environments.
Another element of the kindergarten unit, is a class creation of a regional bird collage.
For this culminating project, students paint, cut, and assemble replicas of regional birds, and 
compile them into a collage onto a background that is painted to represent the seasons of the 
year. In this component of the project, students are able to practice making connections between 
the artwork done in class, and the outside world and environment. Local hunters are utilized in 
this element to assist students in learning about birds, and at what point in the year they are 
present in the region.
The Visible Thinking routine used in this unit is “See, Think, Wonder.” As described on 
the Visible Thinking website, “This routine encourages students to make careful observations 
and thoughtful interpretations. It helps stimulate curiosity and sets the stage for inquiry.”
Students use this protocol to interact with each other in peer critiques, with the local hunters in 
storytelling and conversations, and with the environment when they participate in a bird viewing 
walk outside. These questions help them to interact with the world around them, as well as spark 
engagement and curiosity for learning about their surroundings through art.
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Methodology
Professional Development Module
After building a foundation of knowledge through coursework in curriculum design, 
multicultural curriculum design, and place-based teaching strategies, the cohort of teachers from 
BSSD created individual professional development modules based on the arts and place-based 
core teaching practices. Using the backward design approach explained in the book, “The 
Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-Quality Units” by Grant Wiggins and Jay 
McTighe, I developed a unit plan that included goals and outcomes, pre and post assessments, 
and a learning plan. The goals and outcomes that the workshop approach is built on are as 
follows:
Goal: I can differentiate instruction by facilitating a workshop approach in any 
classroom
Outcomes: I will practice the targeted skills in this module b y .
■ implementing small group stations in my classroom
■ explicitly teaching and monitoring the use of norms and assigned roles 
within small group stations
To develop the actual module for the workshop approach, I took the outline from my
planning that included the goals and outcomes, possibilities for pre and post assessments, and a 
rough outline of what the learning plan could consist of, and searched for resources that would 
be useful in supporting the goals of the module. I was able to develop meaningful content, but 
struggled with the bigger picture of how the teachers would be interacting with it.
While in Unalakleet for a training, I met with one of the technology integration 
facilitators for the district and asked for her ideas about what would make the module interactive 
and user friendly. Her suggestion was to create a Google site, and this suggestion was met with 
support from the rest of the cohort. Once I had a vision for what the module would look like in
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terms of actual implementation (each module has a Google site that is structurally organized in 
the same way,) I was able to better develop the content.
I developed my professional development module with the end goal being that any 
teacher in any content area or grade level would feel confident and competent in facilitating a 
workshop approach in their classroom. I began with developing a pre-assessment that included 
questions about a teacher’s comfort level with facilitating small group work stations, and asked 
teachers to reflect on present levels of experience and training in relation to the workshop model.
The learning plan took the most time to develop, and continued to change as I came 
across more resources and received feedback from the cohort. In my search for relevant content, 
I wanted my resources to be simple and straightforward enough for teachers to actually read, 
watch, and benefit from. I used resources that had been particularly effective for me in my own 
research, from Ron Berger’s Learning that Lasts, and John Hattie’s Visible Learning. I also 
included resources from Edutopia, a website whose mission is to transform education through 
current best teaching practices and the use of fundamental 21st century skills. The website has 
proved useful to me as a classroom teacher several times throughout my career, and I wanted to 
include its resources not only to support my module, but to highlight its usefulness for early 
career teachers in other areas. For the final draft of my module, I ended up including Edutopia’s 
article “Deeper Learning: A Collaborative Classroom is Key.” Along with the reading, I posed 
three questions for the teacher to consider as they read:
•  What are some aspects of my content area that would benefit from collaborative 
learning?
•  What elements of my classroom are already collaborative?
•  What changes do I need to make in my practice to integrate more collaborative learning, 
and where would be a good place to do so?
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Another website that I wanted to include a resource from was The Teaching Channel, a 
website that offers videos of current best practices in action, along with guiding questions and 
structured objectives for making viewing meaningful and effective for teachers. I chose to 
include “The Workshop Model” video, which was a good example of how the workshop model 
looks in a 7th grade ELA classroom. I asked that while viewing, the teacher pay close attention 
to the teacher’s role as a facilitator.
The third website that I wanted highlighted in my module was the Professional Learning 
Packs site from EL Learning. This website includes learning targets, descriptions, and videos of 
teaching practices. I included the “Collaborative Culture: Group Work” in my module to help 
teachers better understand the process of effectively facilitating small group learning stations in 
their classrooms.
I wanted teachers to focus on the planning stage of facilitating a workshop approach, so I 
developed a worksheet to aid in that process. The worksheet includes reflective questions about 
current practice, and points out lesson planning priorities for successful implementation of small 
group learning stations. I finished my unit with the culminating task of the teacher trying a 
workshop approach in class, recording the class period with Edthena, an online video tool for 
educators, and reflecting on the experience through micro-teaching and collaboration with 
colleagues.
The process of creating the professional development module was structured and 
facilitated in our graduate class in order to keep the modules consistent. Multiple opportunities 
for feedback were given as we were in the development process. We used protocols to critique 
each other’s modules, and made recommendations for improvement. Throughout this process, I 
took ideas from colleagues’ feedback, as well as included structural and organizational strategies
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in my own module that I had seen work well in others’ work. This process was done both 
virtually during online class meetings, and in person when we met to collaborate.
Cultural Arts Units
The process of developing the cultural arts units was very similar to the development of 
the professional development modules. We began with the backwards planning method and 
ultimately developed a Google site for the units using peer review and feedback protocols. For 
the Grade 11: Outdoor Survival unit, I had the opportunity to pilot the unit with my high school 
class in Elim. Teaching the unit as it was being developed was helpful in making adaptations to 
the timing and pacing of the unit. It also opened my eyes to the students’ comfort and skill level 
of drawing, and the results prompted me to create some structures for differentiation that I had 
not included in my first draft.
Evan Sterling created videos that correspond with each grade level, and we were able to 
work on this together when he visited Elim. We showed the videos to my students and took their 
feedback into consideration in making changes to the final videos. Students wanted to see more 
stories being told, and more music to make the videos more engaging. The teacher cohort went 
through a similar process and reviewed each video as it was completed. The end result was a set 
of videos to be used in each unit. Each one is age appropriate and relevant to the cultural arts 
unit.
For the Kindergarten Unit: Respect for Animals, I followed this process again as I 
completed the planning and development of the unit aligned to the cultural standards. The 
brainstorming and planning process began during the Spring 2017 semester, at which point I 
created the cultural theme, understanding goal, and essential question in collaboration with my
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SILKAT colleagues. At the end of the semester, I had a rough idea of how I wanted the unit to 
play out.
However, after viewing EL Education’s video, “Kindergarteners as Experts,” with the 
cohort over the summer and discussions that followed, I made some significant changes to the 
unit.. Using the concept of students creating excellent work and becoming experts on a subject, I 
tried to incorporate components of EL Education’s example with regional elements that would 
be relevant and exciting for kindergarteners of the Bering Strait School District.
While developing the kindergarten unit, I relied heavily upon a colleague who teaches 
kindergarten in Elim, Samantha Marchant. I was able to utilize her expertise and experience to 
guide my planning. She was able to have students try out portions of the unit for me, and gave 
me feedback and suggestions based on their performance. I also shared my unit once it was in its 
Google site format with Joan Hornig, who was also able to provide me with suggestions and 
feedback.
The most challenging aspect of this lesson was the age group. It was much harder to 
create a two week unit plan for kindergarteners than it was for high school students. I did more 
revising and asked more questions for this unit, primarily because I no longer work with this age 
group, and needed the insight of colleagues who were more familiar with the capabilities of 
kindergartners.
Project Limitations
This project is specifically targeted for the teachers and students of the Bering Strait 
region. While it is easily adaptable for many other districts of Alaska that serve Indigenous
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populations, it is not a project that can be easily replicated for school districts in other states or 
urban areas. The video footage and cultural relevance is specifically designed for teachers and 
students of the Bering Strait School district.
Factors that impact the lens through which this work was done include the geographic 
location of the Bering Strait School District, the Indigenous cultural values of the Bering Strait 
region, the cultural standards and values as outlined in the Alaska Native Knowledge Network’s 
curriculum spiral, and the knowledge from local experts and artists. The work was done in an 
effort to benefit a specific region with the mission of SILKAT, to Sustain Indigenous and Local 
Knowledge through Arts and Teaching.
Plans for Dissemination
This project has been rolled out to sites in the Bering Strait School District over the 
course of the fall of 2017. The five pilot sites; Brevig Mission, Elim, Saint Michael, Shaktoolik, 
and Unalakleet, will support teachers and paraprofessionals in completing the professional 
development modules during the 2017/2018 academic year. After state testing is completed in 
the spring, teachers at the five sites will teach the cultural arts unit specific to their grade level. 
Teacher leaders will support staff in the completion of the modules and the implementation of 
the cultural arts units.
To begin the facilitation at these five sites, cohort members met in Nome in September to 
create a plan, brief principals, and collaborate to ensure a meaningful and effective orientation 
session for schools. Over the next month, teacher leaders led a three hour orientation of the 
professional development modules at each of the five sites. This orientation included protocol 
activities to help teachers interact with the content, background information about the grant and
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the process, and an overview of what the modules consisted of. Staff members from each site 
enrolled in the course. Monthly conference calls were used to check in, brief the cohort, and 
adjust plans as necessary. Moving forward in the duration of the 2017-2018 school year, teacher 
leaders will assist their colleagues through monthly check-ins, and will serve as a mentor in 
completing the professional development modules.
In the 2018-2019 school year, the SILKAT work will be extended to five more sites: 
Koyuk, Golovin, Stebbins, Savoonga, and Shishmaref. A new cohort of teacher leaders will be 
recruited to represent and support these sites, while the original cohort supports them in their 
implementation. The 2019-2020 school year will repeat this process in the remaining five sites: 
Gambell, Diomede, White Mountain, Wales, and Teller.
New teacher leaders will be provided with training and resources to support teachers at 
their sites, as well as practice and feedback on the facilitation of the professional development 
and orientation. The professional development modules will continue to be used for teachers 
new to the district, and it is hoped that the core teaching practices will become common practice 
in classrooms district-wide. The cultural arts units will be taught annually, most likely with 
changes and adaptations as different teachers and groups go through the process. Ideally, more 
cultural arts lessons will stem from the units and be taught throughout the school year, and not 
just in the spring. This project has the potential to drastically change and better teacher practice 
in Bering Strait School District, as well as provide students with a sense of cultural pride, 
identity, and ownership through the arts.
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SILKAT Module F Home Pre-Assessment Learning Plan Checklist Q,
Core Practice: Facilitating a 
Workshop Approach
Ability to facilitate a workshop approach in the classroom where students, or 
groups of students are doing different things at the same time
Goals and Outcomes
I can differentiate instruction by facilitating a workshop approach in any classroom
i I will practice the targeted skills in this module by.,.
■ implementing small group stations in my classroom
• explicitly teaching and monitoring the use of norms and assigned roles within small group stations
23
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When you plan your lessons, how often do you plan more than 
one level or type of activity to occur simultaneously? *
O Regularly
O Occasionally
O A lm ost never
If you plan lessons where students are doing different things at 
the same time, how comfortable are your students with this 
structure?
O They are used to  it and function well 
O th e y  do okay, but it doesn't always go sm ooth ly
0  th is  type o f structure >s very hard for my students and they don't function 
w ell w ith  It
For data collection purposes, please select the category below 
that best describes you *
O Pre-service teacher education student at beginning o f  ce rtifica tion  process 
I Pre-service teacher education student near end o f ce rtifica tion  process 
0  Early career (firs t four years) teacher 
O  Established teacher (fifth  year or m ore)
0  Other:
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Learning Plan
Read
Read the article Peon l m t h " -  * rnn»ba« ti»»  ctaoaraow u  a r t  and beg.r. thinking about wayi in which collaborativa laamlng 
could work In your clatiroom
Consider the following questions aa you road
• What ara aoma aspects of my content a n *  that would benefit front ceUsbontlve learn.ng *
• What aiamenta of my claatroont are already coilaboraltvef
• What changot do I noad to mako in my practico to integrate r u n  collaborative learning. and w han  would bo a good piaco to do
•or
W atch
Watch the following vtdoo on tha Workshop nodal 
and contldar wayi to implement tha model into a 
lotion in your classroom The introduction 
provides helpful information but to tee a the 
modal in action, fact forward to thee 00 mark
At you watch, pay close attention to the teachers 
role ai a facilitator, and how the approach 
addresser the students individual learning needs
The workshop Model
See the Workshop Modal in action Hava you hoard about thia 
differentiated teaching method, but hot sure how to Implement it? Let 
this mdeo show you how one class used tha Workshop Modal during an 
CIA lesson
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Try It, Part 2: Facilitate
Take w tut you've learned in the readings and videos, review your lesson plan, and implement a small group workshop into a lesson 
in your classroom.
Set up a computer or camera in your dassroom to record yourself, then complete the reflection component as you view the lesson
Upload your video onto Edthena under the file name Module f Workshop Approach (Grade ax) Observe 1-2 other videos that have 
been submitted by your colleagues in other communities Leave constructive feedback for each video viewed and submit 1 
takeaways from your observation*
Reflect
He fleet on your experience of facilitating a workshop approach, and on your observations of your colleagues' Ldthena submissions 
Submit a summary of your process on your completion report as you consider the following
• Mow did the workshop app roach impact student learning?
• What components of the workshop approach were easy to implement?
• What aspects of the workshop approach were difficult to facilitate? What changes would make these aspects easier’
• What actions will you take to improve your facilitation o f the workshop approach in your dassroom?
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Try It, Part 1: Plan
After reviewing the resources above, begin your planning process for a 4S-60 minute workshop facilitation You will be 
implementing the approach Into your specific content area or grade level curriculum.
Flan for the following
• Croup work norm s and expectations
> Guidelines for success
> Classroom Logistics
• Academic Instructions
Show your planning work on the worksheet below, and subm it your docum ent through your module com pletion report.
PtMM trmko ■ copy cdfee document and w i s t  m your Dove
Fa cilitating  a W ortcsnop A p p ro a c h : Plan
Lessor c e -'g  afferent
At wnat DO'*! r  lesson 
><x begin n® *orv shof 
how or g  vru tno wcrxs 
last?
How many groups wfl y 
na.e anc wnat w  • tn-e 
different stations be?
Svnftef o1 st-Certs:
Try  It, Part 2: Facilitate
Take w hat you've learned in the readings and videos, review your lesson plan, and im plem ent a small group workshop into a lesson 
in your classroom
Set up a com puter or camera in your classroom to record yourself, then  complete the reflection component as you view the lesson.
Upload your video onto Edthena under the file nam e Module F; Workshop Approach (Grade xx) Observe 1-2 other videos tha t have 
been submitted by your colleagues in other communities. Leave constructive feedback for each video viewed and submit 3 
takeaways from your observations.
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Strategy 7: Get Students Working Together
Rotort Marzano and John Hertn bom agraa met gettmg 
Mutants to a n  with each dhm has* Sam to actsave better 
results 1 ha m a of ooooarj trve learning groups ados value to
whole rises cnstrueticn (d ■ 0 41) and to Imkvidual woik (d •
0 5OO7S)
They also agree that inter group cornpeStKn can increase lire 
effect or cooperative leamng even more.
However nadher Marzano nor Hatoe aallovas mat cooper at ve 
learning should replace atid edM S metructicm ormdMdual 
learning acdvMas
• Hjcfce lapiagnis now students need you to leach them tope: related tacts and sU h. so mey can make
garnane cortroutans 10 r e *  group II students haver I gamed sutfcwx mastery of the material, may cannot
actively persraiere in oooparakve leernlng tasks
• Marzano adds that t < students are to master what mey are being taught they also need opportunities tor 
mtoadual pracace and taadback
FmaPy. Mariano and Hama agree mat ooaparatrva learning a  only shecnve when you
• Structure * carefully
• Keep grouos smad
• Taach students how to wort n  groups
For further information lead Groce Work That Works.
Where can you use a Workshop Modal?
A workshop model can be fa diluted In any d i i i rooen, at any grade level, and In any content area. 
Ctwws ideas to cooddcr
• D ifT em tk td  math or reading groups based on Eureka or Cengage data
• In RU groups based on AJMSweb data 
■ Art project stations
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Checklist
Before subm itting yo ur Module 3 Completion Report on Blackboard, make sure you have completed the following tasks:
1 Read the texts, watched the videos, reviewed the documents and handouts
2. Created and submitted the planning sheet for logistical aspects o f the w orkshop approach In y o u r classroom (via link  on the Module Completion Report)
3. Integrated a workshop facilitation into a lesson plan
4. Recorded the worksop environm ent in y o ur classroom and uploaded 8-10 m inutes o f  it onto Edthena platform
5. Observed 1-2 other workshops using Edthena and left constructive comments on colleagues' videos
6. Completed reflection and action plan component
33
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■ a 
*
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A  lamp** Crank;# i#t to m usic 
Students m l  create a C rankie set to the story o f an elder
36
SILKAT Cultural Arts Unit O s d Boat Hetwiili leeeeemenr Learning Plan * Cone Teaching Practkee
Materials
Required Material*
■ Cranioe box
• Paper
• Pencils
■ Sharp**
• Post-it Notes anc white board space or poster paper
• Projector
• Phone or computer with audio re c o r d s  and photo capa&Lty 
D ocum ents
• Video response w orksheet
• S to ryboa rd
• Peer Critique
• Self Reflection
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Suggested Unit Schedule:
U n its  » ."» designed to U i u  i p p m i a n r i y  10 hours, spread over the course o f  2 -3 wrecks
Unit Overview
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 DayS
Introduce Unit/ 
Prc assessment
Elder Story Storyboard
Outline
Draft Draft
Day 6 Day 7 Day B Day 9 Day 10
Co Outside Final Draft Final Draft Finish Final Draft Perform Crankic 
and Reflect
Prior to beginning unit...
• M ik e  contact w ith  Uderts; and com e u p  w ith  a plar for th em  to tel) a story about outdoor survival th at includes a n  d e m e n t of
h u m o r
• Have a means o f recording set u p  fo r the day o f the story tedm g (audio recording on camera. Rsotobooth o n  com puter, e tc..)
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D»y 1: Introduction  and Pre-assessm ent 
Time: 45 m inutes
Objectives, introduction and pre-assessment
Materials/Resources. Post :t notes o r w hite board space, Grade 11 video. Eskimo Drawings samples
• Begin w ith  a class discussion o f  the skills necessary fo r outdoor survival
• Use the MTV R o utine  I used to th ink , bu t now 1 th ink
• ?re-assessment: (Record student answers o n  a poster o r using post it notes o n  a section o f  the w hite  board to leave up 
th roughout u n it}
• W hat qualities does it take to survive in  h arsh climate?
• W hat are the m ost im portant mentalities fo r outdoor survival?
• Show Grade 11 Video (9 m inutes)
• Hand out post it notes and  have students elements necessary for outdoor survival that are seen in  the video
• Introduce essential questions
• H o w  have o u r elders used honesty, hu m ility , and h u m o r for outdoor survival?
• W hat do honesty, hu m ility , and h u m o r have to do w ith  outdoor survival*
• Introduce images from  Eskimo Drawings book (slideshow)
• Look for elements o f survival and evidence o f essential questions
• Discuss trends ir. d ra w ing  techniques and features o f the drawings
• Explain the basic* o f the project Be sure to Include
• Understanding Goal
• C ultural Standards
• Unit Overview
* 
o 
*
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Day 2: Elder Story
O r. D ay 2 o f  the u n it , y o u r  Elder w ill tell h ig h e r  outdo or s urvival story Sc sure to have the m eeting tim e a nd place arranged in  
advance, and test y o u r  electronics being used to re co rd
Time: 4S minutes t  hour
Objective: Listen to a nd record Elder's story fo r the crankle 
M aterials/Resource* Elder, cell phone or com pu ter to reco rd  audio 
• Elder story [E lder Is present In class}
■ Review active listening strategies w ith  students p rio r to sto ryte lling  
a As students listen, record the s to ry (use com pu ter or cell phone to reco rd) 
a fo llo w  u p  questions/discussion w ith  elder
a Discuss the elem ents o f the story ■ nd w het qualities stood out as essent lal to survive!
D a y  3 : S t o r y b o a r d  O u t l i n e  
T im e : 4S m inutes l  h o u r 
Objective: Create a story board outline
M aterials/Resources storyboard worksheets, g ro u p  w o rk  strategies, 
a Listen to recorded story as a class 
a Break story d o w n  Lnto m ain  events 
a Ib is  car. be done  as a w hole group. In  sm all groups, o r in  partners depending on class size a nd  m anagem ent approach. Be sure 
to  com pile  results a nd  agree o n  sequence o f  m a in  events before m o v in g  forw ard, as the class w ill o n ly  create one c n n k le
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0* 7  4 : Draft
Today*i work will be done ia u n i l  groupi To .tfeence tb t m o j e a  oc f y i l t i t J t  the ■ornhoB tognMdLcLckhgt' XodUe I 
f  « ^ » t a £ 4  W ? -r « f t 9 g  Ag?r?*c-?
Tuur 4 j  n u u i t t - l  h o u r
O b j K t n c :  Beg=n d n f b & g  s to r y b o a r d  d r a w in g s  s a d  s t o r y  c a r r e tn r e
Watonak/lwourcM S ttq h a r t  Warh h w t loose I—f  paper or word procm im  foe traaeenbmg story poor fmftncfc wortaam
• L a te a  to recorded tto ry  as i  clast
• I  is isportant to baton to the dory raulbpif tc w i to that i tu ^ n h  haw a d u n n  to iB trru b *  r r u ih a i  and how a strong 
m a t  of i f id m tu d ^ i  in order to create aM tiunfhl artutx repm rm tw cii
• Co over woriabop expectations-bn* to module
• area* into 2 groups for the workshop session
• Croup 1 Drawings for Storyboard
•  T h is  g r o u p  w in  b e g in  t o  c r e a t e  r o u g h  d r a f t  ( v e r y b a s tO  u e t c h e e  fo r  I m a g e s  t h a t  w tO  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  m a in  e v e n ts  m  t h e  s to r y
• Croup 2 Transcribing Stery into Text
•  This group will listen to the Elder*t story several times, wtukwrtcing or typing the story ta a consistent narrative
• Share
•  H a v e  o s c h g r o w p  s h o r e  p r o g r e s s  a n d  c o d e d  f e e d b a c *
•  Wee feedback to refer to tomorrow |or. the white board or In a google doc)
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Day St D raft
Tim# 44 menu tea-1 hour
O b je c t iv e  C o n tin u e  d r a f t in g  d ra w in g *  a n d  n a rra tiv e , p oo r feedback w o rk s h e e t 
Metertala/Seeourcet. pencils. paper. storyboard worksheet*. narrative paper or document.
• d e vtew  reedbeck fro m  v e s t e r d iy ' i  r r v .r v t
• benund itud«nt> of workshop expectation!
• Have student troupe twitch taaki
• breea into 2 groups for the workshop session
• Group t  Drawings for Storyboard
• Thu group will begin to crtatt rough draft (very baste] aaetchei for imagM that will repreaanl the main events In llw atory
• Group 2 Trerucrlbtng Story Into Tent
• Thu group will Ueten to Uw Cider's atory teveral Itmea. while wnttng or typing the atory In a comment narrative
• Share and collect feedback
a Inform students that the next cleat will take place out aide, and to bring outdoor clothing to school
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Day 6: Co Outside
Tim * ; 4S m in ute s-t h o u r
Object!v*; G o outside for inspiration
M atcnals/Resources. camera, appropriate outdoor apparel
■ Go outside and take p ictures of scenery to uae as inspiration for drawings
• If  Cider's story took place locally, try  to visit a spot that best represents the setting (tu ndra, beach, difffe, e tc ..)
• Have students take photos of Images that could be used In the crankie These images can be used to create backgrounds and 
stencils
Day 7: final Draft
Time-. 4k m inutes t  h o ur
Objective; Drift crankie and narrative
M aterials/ Resources paper, pencils, colored pencils, sharpies, storyboard worksheet (com pleted to reference), projector.
At th is point yo u r dass should hava a solid understanding o f  the story, as well as a vision o f  the final p roduct they are w o rk in g  
towards. In  today s lesson, you w ill receive feedback from  y o u r O d e r before m o vin g  forw ard w ith  the fina l product.
A t  this p oint yo u w ill also need to decide h o w  the story telling w ill be perform ed.
• I f  yo u  w ere able to record a h igh  q u ality audio w ith  a clear storyline, yo u can s im ply  plan to play the elder's story in  the 
background w hile  the crankie scrolls along w ith  it.
• You m ight have students w ho are avid storytellers themselves, and in  this case you m ay w ant to have them  plan on re cm n g the 
story a long w ith  the crankie.
■ You m a y choose to do a m ix  o f  the tw o i f  tim e and technology allow. You can recruit tech savvy students to p u t together an 
iMovie recording that is a m ix  o f a focused narrative w ith  the Cider*s voice telling choeen points in  the story
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D e p en d in g  on  y o u r  stu dents  a n d  th e  o p tio n  yo u  choose, th is  w e ek  w ill  be fo cused on  p ra c tic in g  a n d  m o v in g  to w a rd  p e rfo rm a n c e  o f  
th e  s to ry
• In vite  E ld e r a n d  ask fo r  in s ig h t a n d  feedback about tra nscrib e d  sto ry  a n d  a rt w o rk
• M ake a n y  c hanges to  im ages a n d  sto ry  based o n  feedback
• Begin  d ra w in g  c ra n k ie  scro ll
• I f  students are  re lu c ta n t to d ra w , have th e m  tra ce  la n d fo rm s  o r b ig g e r im ages o n to  th e  c ra n k ie  s cro ll u s in g  th e  p ro je cto r fo r 
the Smart Board as shown below.
■ A n o th e r o p tio n  is to have stencils  available  fo r stu d en ts  th a t re p re s en t th e  genera l shape o f  objects o r a n im a ls  in  th e  s to ry  
S tu dents  can h e lp  w ith  th e  c re a tio n  o f  these stencils u s in g  the S m a rt Board  tra c in g  te ch n iq u e
• S to ry  p ractice/ re vis io n
■ H ave  stu dents  c o n tin u e  to  revise, e d it, a n d  p ra ctice  te llin g  th e  s to ry
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Day 9: Final Draft
Tim* 1 boor (can add extra blocks o f time as noodod until cranfce is com piste)
Objective: Finish final product and practice performance 
M aterials/Resources. peer feedback worksheet
■ Use this block of time to let students ftn jahctanlrte drawings and practice scorywQlnf
■ Come together st the end of the hour to have students share and provide feedback
• Mount completed artwork onto scroll and practice performance of craruoe with story
Day SOi Perform and Reflect 
Time: 4S minutes-1 hour
Objective: Perform cranklr and reflect on process and m a tin  11 questions
M aterials/Resources completed erana*t. phone or computer for recortkng performance, pre asaessraent poster or white board. 
Poet-It notes, independent reflection worksheet
• Invite Elder and other community members or school members to vjtm crinkle performance
• Record performance to share with those who are unable to attend
• Revisit MTV Routine 1 used to think, but now 1 think
• Poet-assessm ent. (R eco rd  s tu d e n t a n sw ers  n e xt to  a n g in a l answ e rs!
• What qualities does it take to survive in harsh clim ate'
• W h a t are  th e  m o s t im p o rta n t m e n ta b tie s  fo r o u td o o r s u rv iv a l?
•  Discuss specifically the elements of honesty. humiLty. and humor
• Have students complete reflection
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Assessm ent
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Core Teaching Practices
A m  4 m l p la ce  b a te d  le a sh in g
p r i d k e x
G ro tIr 11 UftM fn m iv d lm i t
A. Desire to p tlw f  IntonM riM  an Ik# 
historical cwttfrsl mi Ik# local cuoiwnoJU tr»» 
molnpir perspectives, aad to utillxe that 
hlatockal IwnwVdgr m  « fnomfattoMi nn wtolr 
to b o ld  acolctoK rxpm vtM n
•  Writing and lfca»olog in  knowledge 
from IW Cldrr
N Atooiry to alir* oiMkiK t homing and 
farilatate rrd tH tn r ihndunc m  slodmt* (MTI
•  to w n w  *1 mod to tolob toait non 1
i d k r t lw  activity-.
o WbM goafittos duet il tab* to 
w v tv r  mi h u th  il im jle ' 
c to tu t are the most important 
M olalities tor nsildnm w rvtva
t  AMNT to identify and respectfuPr
ibe land and an? aspect of lbe community) 
into to# classroom
•  ito e n  tororporated tor
l^a,i» j  - ■.«__.« —.
stories of outdoor m n iv d  will
aod sum  Is trace, as well as 
•o ilu ro l»aloes 
•  MLkAI Video tr a d e  11 ( to o n a a e rp r  
assessment qocstloos)
1> Atoltty to acttrrly  Itcsrn to students and to 
b a n  ftom tti#m anil atlw t noo « uom ittooal 
sow ers of haowlrdce
• IW t reviews/* rltlgoov and rodostkinf
• Use of ‘Csfciwo Drawings* as a p n d r 
aod lu p t r a t f a
•  M m m u i  b a t h  in  pr» M tw u am t 
go# i* too*
F. Atolltt to look at and loam from student 
work
•  Revise ’multifd* drafts and crltigoot o 
dr aw Inc* «tod wtMleo n a t ta iv r
F. AMICt to larfltoato a workshop approark la 
tto# tto iM w o  w to ri iM k im  itodm ta.os • Wwrkafcop appraaik wHk different 
groups doing writing. drawings, 
m i  Moot, riitsqor* aod aMttng with 
Odvr(s)
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Respect for 
Animals
Klndargartan
48
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Books
• T h e  Long. Long journey' by Sandra Markle
• ‘How Raven Stole th e  Sun’ by Marla w illiam *
• "Ten Rowdy Ravens* by Susan Ewing
• 'Raven p aints th e  Bird*: An Alaskan rale* by Dorothy Roberts C ine
• 'M ama, Do You Love Me?’ by Barbara M. Joosse and  Barbara Lava 11 ee
• *lhe Hungry G iant o f th e  T undra ' by Terl and  Robert Sloat
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Assessment
Y e s ! N o t  Y e t
1  c a n . . . © ©
M . b i r O t o 1 a m i  L_ a u k r  m y
k . ,  i  A  -  1 ,  *- -  -  A » ---D I r a  10*00 * i Bv 
v m c v ( i r \ l > r « k )
c a c n  o< ic s  b o d r  p a r e s ,  
a n d  m v  p e r t i r v  k w * i  
U r n y k r d
a *  s i a p c  c r f t t *  D u d t t  
r t r p h o t o
C j I h / M  m y  k i f d
• # ?  b i r d  b
k f c t  t b r  p f a o »  <A t fc c
I N
I fa rm *  t o  r r i i r  i » »  b irH  
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p faC tD
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d M
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fer
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S1LKAT Cu Itura I Arts Un_ Hams Materials Assessment Learning Plan “ Mare--
Learning Plan
Suggeeted Unit Schedtils:
Units are designed to take approximately 10 hours, spread over the course of 2-3 weeks.
Unit O re m e w  at a Glance
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
rrwtrndunn 
llnii/fin fluti bih;
H-ind Drawing: 
I n h  1
H.i!^  n Si jirfinn
Bird C£il!a|fr
2nd  ft rd 
DTJwiTig Draft 1
G u t#  Bird* fnr 
Caller
Day 6 Day 7 Day D Day 9 Day ID
LibCini lu L j l h I 
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Un it Overview : Details 
This unit is a combination of several components.
Using Local B ird Hunters as Resources
Prior to beginning the unit, invite some iacal hunters into your classroom that can 
provide information about the di f ferent types of birds that are in your area, and what 
season the birds arc present in.
there is only one specified day w ithin  the unit for students bo interview hunters, hut 
this should be done even earLier and often! invite hunters bo participate as often as 
they can come in. Students w ill each be creating a bird, and w ill need to interview a 
hunter to learn new information about that bird.
Don't forget about middle school and high school students! This age group is often 
very excited ahout bird hunting, and are available in the school to come and help you 
out w ith this project.
Bird Drawings
Students w ill he completing multiple drafts of a bird drawing and w ill practice giving 
and receiving feedback with peers. This portion of the project is based off of the 
Austin's Butterfly video, so be sure to familiarize yourself with the process before 
beginning the unit w ith  students.
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Seasonal Bird Collage
Stce^ts 'Aill be seasonal bird collage by painting. a-si then cutting oot and
assembling their bird These L~ji:vih;il';iris will be compiled rnto = dais collage that 
:e?^ ic ;ts  t x s e ^ o r j . f id  when each bind is present in the am .
Voice Thread
Stcicenls wfll i 'e s f . t  their ^ tworic and rewly scirjied information d i l z h j  the Voice 
Ynreadappon tine b’ad. they will describe the bird and its. season into thehmn slide 
on the class Voice "Thread for the project.
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Week 1
/  r *
Da? 1
Objective Learn about Aiaikan Strdi
Materials/Resource*. Kindergarten Unit Video. Alaskan bird atory (tee materials page 
for suggestions). Appropriate outdoor gear
• Introduce Unit with the Kindergarten Video "link here
• Have a class discussion about Alaskan birds, and birds specific to tha region
• View Alaskan bird pictures
• Use the websites in the materials section to show students some pictures of birds 
from the region
• Have a class discussion about distinct features and characteristics
• Weather permitting, go outside and take a walk to sae what birds you can observe
• After the walk, have a class discussion about characteristics and importance of 
birds in the region
Day!
Objective Create first draft of bird drawing
Matertala/ltesources: tinted bird photos, pencils and plain white paper, colored 
pencils, crayons, or markers
• Show students Austin s Butterfly Video -insert link here when It downloads
• Have each student choose a bird from the bird images provided in the materials 
section
• Give students a chance to view and interact with images Possible ways to present 
images are
• Project each image for the whole group and have a class discussion about the 
characteristics and importance of each bird
• Have small groups of students route through printed copies of the pictures and 
have small group discussions about the characteristics and importance of each 
bird
• Model drawing technique using the image as a guide to create a draft image
• Have students complete first draft of their own bird drawings and turn In
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Week 2
Day 6
Objective! Usten to bird hunters share stories and expertise, and paint background of 
bird collage
Materials/Resources: Local hunters, bird stories (sec materials section for 
suggestions), scroll paper, paint
• Invite bird hunters In today to tell and read stories to the students, and to have the 
students ask them questions about their birds.
• Encourage students to relay newly acquired knowledge to classmates In whatever 
way they are able; verbal retellings, sharing written sentences, drawing pictures to 
represent what they learned, etc...
• Have students share their artwork with the hunters, and use the Visible Thinking 
Routines to guide conversations
• While students are engaged with hunters, work with a few students at a time to 
create your background for your collage
• Use scroll paper that Is big enough to fit all o f the birds, and decide on a layout 
for the seasons Break the paper up into sections big enough for each group of 
birds, and help students paint a background for each season
Day 7
Objective! Give and receive feedback, create final draft o f bird drawing
Materials/Reiources: Original bird drawing, prtnted bird images, colors, plain white 
paper, colored pencila, crayons, or markers
• Students will receive feedback on their flrat drafts o f their bird drawings,
• Use See. Think. Wonder Visible Thinking Routine to begin discussions on student 
artwork, then give directions for providing and receiving feedback with peers
• Depending on your class size and ability level, this can be done whole group, In 
small groups, or In partnerships
• Remind students that their feedback should be kind, specific, and helpful, and 
focused on the shape first, and than pattern/color
• Give some examples o f what kind, specific, and helpful comments are
• Model the feedback process you would like them to go through
• Allow students to give and receive feedback, and then have them work on their final 
draft o f their bird drawings.
• Make sure that the original Images they were using for inspiration are available to 
them, and that they have each o f their drafts to refer to for guidance
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o*ya
Qfepctiv*-- Put T6g«cl*r tto to m l 0;^d to U ott «n d p :tp * rt  for/tu  n  vo ictTb rM d  
p fc o rd ln fi
K *t* ri* U ytU w < iixH : engirt*! bird d raw in g,p nnw d 0;rd ; color*,  plain w m it 
paptr. colored p* ncd*. ff* y o rj. or m i bird t ollagt background a ^d bird*
•  w «V  w ith  group* of Jtudrni* 10 aiueh +acb collage bird to itv* *«dU paper wt ih 
iftt rectorial background* j h  th* n a t  jfou tr*  working with each group 10 hav* 
dacvttion* i t a i 't t c f t  bird and u d i  tea ton Thu w U hclpttprtpar+ihatt for 
(hair vow* Thread praHnuuon*
• U h  icday to  hare t tudcnit r*n*ci on ihe i rantformacioni the: r drawing* had 
Allow  tiudenct toobrerueorhrrt work. and m c t h t w  ihc drawing* charged
with careful obtervanonand attention lodtuil
• o w w t y t !  otnem ngeach trudtnT't work would be to  do a gallery wal* around the 
da** room
D*y*
ObpeU**-- S+£; fi wording *nfi expert;** u*rg
t 'S ie tlh re id  Or MuOert iPidl
Kettrieb/hetoure**: Siuder* finished llneldreta.
>p*dt *mh votcelhreed *pp in*i*lled
• if**e trudtmt tpertd tome ume itUingeith other 
tbout their b.nit They ctn uh (oforrrmrtu iheyvt 
heird from theloc*! Duoirt. i hingt i h«yw  mttd 
in the nor,« youv* re*d. *,rd m ntt from p*rtor,.d 
experience
• O M w ty  y0-  t i n  diff'erenci-ai* (h it it by h*vmg the 
more tdvtnced ttudenn w ritedow n their f*cit end 
+*p*fifrve*t some m ey heebie to verbtJiiebeteer 
( M r  wfne. to do * t iii  wo^ict Pott for your d u t  
The jtoei it i «  get i  (udem t t+frm giboai; w h it (hey 
know *5*ii Their b;rdt
• Begin wording tTudenet utmg The votceThreed tpp 
*t i hey tho« (hey *re reedy.
• Di w t  ion* for upleidirg * phow of i he *n w o rk ed  
ctettm g i  tinder* eotce ouerceit be found below
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Core Teaching Practices
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